Varying menu

Starters
★ Spring roll with avocado, cucumber and mango, Asian pesto and sesame caviar € 13.50
North Sea crab, green asparagus salad, apples and wasabi € 14.50
Filled quail with pistachio, apricot, green pea cream and mint € 14.50

Soups
★ Velouté of lamb’s lettuce and pesto € 8.75
Chicken broth with garam masala and noodles € 8.75

Main courses
★ Smoked turnip, tomato, balsamic vinegar, blackberry juice and fontina € 22.50
Mackerel, risotto nero, corn and pattypan squash € 27.50
Dutch asparagus, rack of lamb, Vitelotte potatoes and fig gravy € 28.50

Desserts
Classic tarte tatin, vanilla sauce and cinnamon parfait € 9.80
Sous vide of pineapple and lime, tropical soup, yoghurt bavarois and yuzu € 9.80

Quick lunch see blackboard € 28.50
★ = vegetarian